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Introduction
Solution engineering, term utilized in data innovation with
different definitions, for example, "A portrayal of a discrete
and centered business activity or movement and how IS/IT
upholds that activity. The motivation behind framework design
exercises is to characterize an extensive arrangement in view
of standards, ideas, and properties legitimately connected with
and predictable with one another. The arrangement engineering
has highlights, properties, and attributes which fulfill, beyond
what many would consider possible, the issue or opportunity
communicated by a bunch of framework prerequisites and life
cycle ideas and which are implementable through advances
[1].
Framework Architecture is theoretical, conceptualizationarranged, worldwide, and centered to accomplish the mission
and life cycle ideas of the framework. It likewise centers
around undeniable level design in frameworks and framework
components. It tends to the compositional standards, ideas,
properties, and qualities of the arrangement of-interest. It
might likewise be applied to more than one framework, now
and again shaping the normal construction, example, and
set of necessities for classes or groups of comparative or
related frameworks. The Department of Homeland Security
Enterprise Business Management Office (EBMO) perceives
that a critical prerequisite for the accomplishment of data
innovation (IT) programs is a developed and suitable Solution
Architecture. According to that target, EBMO has entrusted the
Homeland Security Systems Engineering and Development
Institute (HSSEDI) with distinguishing difficulties and
victories with IT Solution Architectures at DHS, archiving
industry and division best practices, and giving keys to IT
program accomplishment as for Solution Architecture. This
record gives a reasonable Solution Architectures "how to"
guide that depicts valuable arrangement content, relations
to the DHS Acquisition Lifecycle Framework and Systems
Engineering Life Cycle, and making lean/barely enough
design to help light-footed turn of events [2]. The general
target of this HSSEDI research is to improve its probability
program achievement and encourage an experienced and
feasible Solution Architecture discipline across DHS. This
report is expected for DHS IT Solution Architects, Program
Managers, and Systems Engineers. It is expected for use
inside cascade, dexterous, and cross breed improvement draws
near. This report use best practices exploration and addresses
key difficulties to Solution Architecture recently created by
HSSEDI [3].

This Guide for Creating Useful Solution Architectures is
the fourth of four items being produced as some portion of
an examination project financed through the Homeland
Security Systems Engineering and Development Organization
(HSSEDI) Core Research Program. The exploration exertion
liable for this report is being supported by the Enterprise
Business Management Office (EBMO) inside the Office of the
Chief Data Officer (OCIO) and is being executed under the
direction of the Deputy Executive Director of EBMO.
•

The focal point of Solution Architecture ought to be
on empowering its accomplishment programs at the
Part/Program level; it ought not be considered to be a
hierarchical order or a requirement component.

•

Arrangement Architecture should uphold all IT
advancement draws near (e.g., nimble, cascade, cross
breed).

•

Arrangement Architecture ought not be added substance
to the procurement cycle or a program's course of
events, what's more ought not postpone fast framework
improvement and organization.

•

Arrangement Architectures ought to develop in a steady,
iterative way all through the program life cycle, and be
utilized to impact, guide, and backing other life-cycle
exercises (e.g., prerequisites, plan, improvement, test,
contracting).

•

Each IT program ought to have a Solution Architect with
the suitable abilities and experience to impact, guide, and
backing the full life pattern of the program.

In view of exploration discoveries reported in the Best
Practices for Solution Architecture deliverable, the job of
a Solution Architect ought to be recognized from that of a
frameworks engineer. The jobs of a Frameworks Engineer and
a Solution Architect might cover however ought not be viewed
as very much the same. The Solution Architect assumes a
conspicuous part in the pre-frameworks designing exercises;
while the job of the Systems Engineer acquires unmistakable
quality as the framework advancement advances through the
SELC stage. During the later phases of SELC, the Solution
Architect and the Systems Engineer team up to guarantee
that the executed arrangement is lined up with the imagined
Solution Architecture. 4 Arrangement engineers balance the
building worries of the IT programs with the worries of the
endeavor under which the projects are being executed [4].
Arrangement modelers assume a significant part in
guaranteeing that the arrangement engineering lines up with
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the set up guides. An answer modeler ought to be important for
the program supervisory group all along, and should assume
a critical part in the securing and frameworks designing
exercises. A Solution Architect needs to associate, convey,
team up, and coordinate with a wide range of individuals.
One of the key connections is with different draftsmen who
are mindful for specific parts of an IT arrangement, including
information planners, programming/application designers,
security planners, and organization draftsmen.
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